
Remote user testing results

• 70%+ of users could use the tool to fi ll out personal information and 
begin to get a disability insurance quote. 

What do you think this page was about?

Insurance Quote Don’t Know Results

benefit calculator a form to get disability 
insurance

not sure Insurance Quote: 14/20 = 70% 

insurance packages providing a quote for 
disability insurance based 
on user input

don’t know Insurance Purchasing: 2/20 = 10%

disability insurance getting a quote don't know Don’t Know: 3/20 = 15%

insurance quote insurance Passed: 1/20 = 5%

getting a quote disability report passed

insurance calculator insurance

your benefits getting insurance

insurance purchasing a subscription

Insurance Quote 80%
Don’t Know

15%

Passed

5%
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• 70%+ of users recognized the quote as the result of the process.

• Users easily found the link to customize their quote (11 clicked link, 
3 clicked the rep button)

What did you think this page is about?

Insurance/Quote Other Results

filling out an information form disability insurance setup Personal Information: 8/20 = 40%

this is about to submit the user information quote ? Insurance/Quote: 7/20 = 35%

providing leads to various insurance providers 
so they can contact you with quotes

quote very simple but a little plain Other: 5/20 = 25%

personal information insurance survey

getting my information customizing an insurance quote good

registration form insurance

personal details form insurance

about me

Insurance/Quote Other 25%75%
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IDI Calculator Riders Closed Customize

Instructions:Where would you click to get a more personalized quote?

 average response duration: 19 seconds

 

Showing 11 responses from all testers.
Show filters 
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TAKEAWAY: Our remote user testing strongly validated that the 
tool is easy to understand and use. We’ve run 80 tests.



• Users could easily fi nd Contact a Rep button when tasked to fi nd a 
way to get more information:

• However in 5 second tests, only 30% of users remembered the 
Contact a Rep button. (Not surprising: 5 seconds is only long enough 
to notice the overall function of the screen):

• 70% of users recognized the needs assessment as a step in the 
quote process:

• 66% of users failed to fi nd the email button when tasked to fi nd a 
way to email the quote to someone: 

We should assess the importance of this feature to the tool’s success

Was there a quote for disbaility insurance?

Yes No I don’t know Results

i think so dont know Yes: 7/10 = 70%

yes don’t know No: 0/10 = 0%

yes no idea I don’t know: 3/10 = 30%

yes

yes

yes, 1000 dollars

yes

Yes 70% I Don’t Know 30%
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IDI Calculator RidersClosed Contact

Instructions:Where would you click to talk with a representative for additional information?

 average response duration: 34 seconds

 

Showing 10 responses from all testers.
Show filters 
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Was there a way to contact a representative?

Yes No I don’t know/Other Results

yes I don’t remember Yes: 3/10 = 30%

yes I don't know No: 0/10 = 0%

yes not sure I don’t know/Other: 6/10 = 60%

no idea, too much going on to tell Passed: 1/10 = 10%

don’t remember

dont remember

passed

Yes I don’t know/Other
Passed

30%
10%

60%
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IDI Calculator RidersClosed Email

Instructions:Where would you click to send your quote to someone?

 average response duration: 24 seconds

 

Showing 10 responses from all testers.
Show filters 
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